Today’s energy efficient homes trap stale air indoors, causing poor air quality and potential health problems for you and your family.

What can you do?

Rejuvenate your home with fresh, clean outdoor air...

Visit us at www.lifebreath.com
The Air Quality in Your Home Affects Your Health

Did you know the air quality in your home may be up to 70 times worse than outside air? Poor indoor air quality can aggravate allergies and asthma and cause headaches and fatigue for everyone in your home.

The good news is you can significantly improve indoor air quality for you and your family with a Lifebreath® HRV; a Heat Recovery Ventilator that delivers clean, fresh outdoor air to every room in your home.

Little Things Mean A Lot

Avoid drowsiness and headaches caused by poor indoor air quality. Expel harmful fumes from building materials and household products. Eliminate pet dander as well as odours from pets, cooking, and bathrooms. Move moist air out and prevent mold, mildew and fungus growth.

The Air Quality in Your Home Affects Your Health

The unique dual-stream airflow design keeps outgoing stale air separate from incoming fresh air and completely rejuvenates the air throughout your entire home up to eight times a day.

Replace Stale Indoor Air With Fresh Outdoor Air – 8 Times a Day!

The unique dual-stream airflow design keeps outgoing stale air separate from incoming fresh air and completely rejuvenates the air throughout your entire home up to eight times a day.

Lifebreath's balanced ventilation technology replaces indoor stale air with an identical amount of fresh air. This balanced ventilation is critical to prevent moisture build-up in your home during the heating season which can lead to expensive rot damage and hazardous mold.
The Lifebreath® HRV features a patented aluminum core which efficiently transfers heat from outgoing stale air to incoming fresh air. A Lifebreath® HRV lets you enjoy an energy efficient home without breathing harmful indoor fumes from paint, plastics, carpets, adhesives, and household products without lingering pet odours and moisture that causes mold.

Fresh Air Quality Starts at the Core

Because of the unique ability of an HRV to transfer the temperature of indoor stale air to the incoming fresh air, you’ll realize lower heating and cooling costs year round while enjoying all the benefits superior indoor air quality delivers. In fact, the efficiency of the Lifebreath® HRV is so great that virtually none of the warmth collected from your home in winter is lost to the outside. In summer, the HRV works in reverse by removing heat from the incoming air and transferring it to the outgoing air, keeping your home cool and fresh.

Save Energy Without Sacrificing Comfort

Easy to install
Professional contractors can easily integrate a Lifebreath® HRV into a new home or retrofit the HRV into an existing system.

Easy to maintain
Twice yearly, remove the core and filters from the unit and rinse clean. Vacuum any dust from the unit and check weather hoods for leaves and other debris.

Easy to use
The ultra-sleek, Lifestyle Digital control panel features 4 operating modes and 5 fan speeds to meet changing household needs. The built-in dehumidistat automatically reduces indoor humidity levels in the winter by activating the fan. The ultra sleek, easy to read backlit LCD display is simple to use with an instruction card conveniently included at the back of the control. A built-in service/maintenance reminder display takes the guesswork out of remembering when to clean your unit.

ECM motor
Optional upgrade for maximum energy savings
Fresh New Concepts in Indoor Air Quality and Heating

**TFP Air Cleaner with HEPA Filter**

The Lifebreath® TFP Air Cleaner with HEPA Filter is an excellent way to improve indoor air quality and minimize health implications due to dirty particles in the air. It eliminates up to 99.97% of all airborne particles such as pollen and fungus spores, pet dander, dust mite feces, molds and bacteria as small as 0.3 microns in size.

While other indoor air cleaners simply pass the air through a filter, decreasing air flow and performance, the TFP HEPA Whole Home Air Cleaner harnesses the power of **Turbulent Flow Precipitation** by using varying air flow to separate particles from the air stream and trapping them in the narrow internal fabric walls of the filter. The result is maximum airflow and exceptional filter performance.

**Lifebreath® Clean Air Furnace**

The Lifebreath® Clean Air Furnace combines an air handler with a built-in heat recovery ventilator that provides exceptional health benefits for everyone in your home.

The patented aluminum heat recovery core efficiently transfers the heat from the stale indoor air to the incoming air, resulting in warm, fresh air for every room of your home.

All Lifebreath® Clean Air Furnaces are available with an optional ECM motor for maximum energy savings.
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